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Article 3

. ....- .
The Philosophical R ots in
Western Culture fer the
Pro-Abortion Stand

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor,
Regarding the article on, "Definiti on and
Criteria of Clinical Death", (November, 1973,
Rizzo and Yonder) I would comment as
follows:
I am unwilling to concede that " human"
means anything less than the fulln ess that its
definition impl ies. To indicate that to be
" human" is more neocortex than vegetative,
or, perhaps more self-consciousness than
feeling, o r more soul than body, etc., is to
stumble into the very error that plagues us
in the philosophical approach to the problem
of abortion. To be "human" is to be a ll and
probably a great deal more of the afo rementioned albeit in varying degrees and a t
varying times in the course of a human life
span. Is the badly retarded child who has
neither, "the capacity" nor, "the potential"
for "higher mental function" fo r "reflective
consciousness", to become a living bank fo r
spare o rgans because he lacks that pote ntial?
The thinking reflected in this article is
somewhat analagous to. what is becoming
increasingly fashionable in papers published
by the Hasting Institute and in other ethic<tl
literature. Here , for some unspecified reason,
there is a distinction between being "human"
and being "fully human" or, "totally human" .
Is a being that ·is human ever less than fully
or totally human? Obviously not. To be
human implies a totality, a unicity that neither
is made more human by adding an adjective
nor less so by Oplitting it.
I wo uld argue strenuously with fri ends
Rizzo and Yonder. against accepting as a
criterion fo r a so-called "upgrading" of clini·
cal criteria for death, "the need" of one
human as over against the needs of the potential donor. Laudable and pragmatic as the
ends intended may be, they do not justify
less than scrup ulously applied means.
The primordial principle holding the
absolute value of any one human's life, re·
gardless of its c urrent condition must be

maintained as a totally unnegotiable
no t only in this instance out in the ah
issue and in all other related medicah
situations.
The second reason for "upgradin1
criteria, viz, the "family's hardship" i ~
v~lid o bjective reason to tamper w,
Harvard criteria ..
In summary, the o nly safeguard fl
protecting an individual under any
circumstances and at any time is to dr
most stringent set of criteria possible
protectioo of a human life. There is n<
short of heaven that transcends this
abso lute.
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Sincerely,
Vitale H. PaganeUi, M.D.
66 Park Street
Glens Falls, New York

To the Editor,
I have with me a copy o f your \ ugust
Issue o f Linacre Quarterly. I read '. with
great interest. Would you be kind en• >gh. to
send me the other issues so that I c n bmd
them up and keep in our library? I shall
highly appreciate if you could enroll me as a
subscriber of this magazine.
.
We have over a thousand member hospl·
tals in our Associatio n as members. A journal
of the philosophy and Ethics of Medical
Prac t ice will be of great help to me in giving
guidance and direction to our members.
Please do the needful fo r which I shall be
immensely grateful.
Yours sincerely,
Fr. Emmanuel A. Pallikunnen, V.C.
Execufive Director
Catho lic Hospital Association
New Delhi, India

Every Westerne r, from the moment he begins to learn, is exposed to the unseen danger of becoining 'Western'ized'. T o become
'Westernized' is to have achieved
the infelicitous combination of a
deep unawareness of the intellectual presuppositions of Western
thought, and an authoritative posture that betrays complete confidence in their validity. When pervasive, this form of intellectual
somnolence is critical because it
prevents a people from properly
understanding its culture and there·
fore fro m making needed corrections and improvements. A modernized Socratic admonition might
read: "The unexamined culture is
llot worth pe rpetuating."
Dr. DeMarco is an assistant pro·
lessor of philosophy at St. Jerome's
College, Waterloo, Ontario. In this
article he details the five major
Philosophical schools which he
/e~[s have shaped the pro-abortion
11
'' nd. H is e.valuation and criti·
c~m of each school provide new
diseussion grounds for those who
defend the pro·lzfe movement.
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The abortion debate offers a
case in point where it is common to find assertions treated
as axiomatic while their presup·
positions are regarded as non-existent. It would help bring a measure
of respectability to the intellectual discourse on this most impor·
tant and controversial subject, if
the philosophical roots in Western
thought which have shaped the
major part of the pro-abortionists'
intellectual thrust could be uncovered, understood and evaluated
within a realistic as well as Western
framewo rk.
Five major philosphical roots
are set forth. They are: Atomism ,
Cartesianism, Existentialism, Empiricism, and Sociologism. To demonstrate that these roots have in_deed shaped the pro-abortion mind,
appropriate citations from the writ·
ings of significant pro-abortionists
are presented. To help provide
both illuminating criticism and a
broader intellectual perspective,
rejoinders are offered closing the
treatment of each philosphical root.
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